Introduction
Where to move next? is a key question for an autonomous robotic system. This fundamental issue has been largely addressed in the past forty years. Many motion determination strategies have been proposed (see [1] for a review). They can broadly be classified into deliberative versus reactive strategies: deliberative strategies aim at computing a complete motion all the way to the goal, whereas reactive strategies determine the motion to execute during the next few timesteps only. Deliberative strategies have to solve a motion planning problem. They require a model of the environment as complete as possible and their intrinsic complexity is such that it may preclude their application in dynamic environments. Reactive strategies on the other hand can operate on-line using local sensor information: they can be used in any kind of environment whether unknown, changing or dynamic, but convergence towards the goal is difficult to guarantee.
To bridge the gap between deliberative and reactive approaches, a complementary approach has been proposed based upon motion deformation. The principle is simple: a complete motion to the goal is computed first using a priori information. It is then passed on to the robotic system for execution. During the course of the execution, the still-to-be-executed part of the motion is continuously deformed in response to sensor information acquired on-line, thus accounting for the incompleteness and inaccuracies of the a priori world model. Deformation usually results from the application of constraints both external (imposed by the obstacles) and internal (to maintain motion feasibility and connectivity). Provided that the motion connectivity can be maintained, convergence towards the goal is achieved. Fig. 1 : Path deformation problem: in response to the approach of the moving disk, the path is increasingly deformed until it snaps (like an elastic band).
The different motion deformation techniques that have been proposed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] all performs path deformation. In other words, what is deformed is a geometric curve, ie the sequence of positions that the robotic system is to take in order to reach its goal. The problem with path deformation techniques is that, by design, they cannot take into account the time dimension of a dynamic environment. For instance in a scenario such as the one depicted in Fig. 1 , it would be more appropriate to leave the path as it is and adjust the velocity of the robotic system along the path so as to avoid collision with the moving obstacle (by slowing down or accelerating). To achieve this, it is necessary to depart from the path deformation paradigm and resort to trajectory deformation instead. A trajectory is essentially a geometric path parameterized by time. It tells us where the robotic system should be but also when and with what velocity. Unlike path deformation wherein spatial deformation only takes place, trajectory deformation features both spatial and temporal deformation meaning that the planned velocity of the robotic system can be altered thus permitting to handle gracefully situations such as the one depicted in Fig. 1 .
The first trajectory deformation scheme has been proposed by one of the authors in [7] . It operates in two stages (collision avoidance and connectivity maintenance stages) and was limited to holonomic robotic systems. The contribution of this paper is a new trajectory deformation scheme, henceforth called Teddy (for Trajectory Deformer). It operates in one stage only and is explicitly designed to handle arbitrary nonholonomic and dynamic constraints.
The paper is organised as follows: Teddy is overviewed in §2. Its application to the case of a planar robot with double integrator dynamics (subject to velocity and acceleration bounds) is detailed in §3. Experimental results are then presented in §4.
Notations and Definitions
Let A denote a robotic system operating in a workspace W (IR 2 or IR 3 ). q ∈ C denote a configuration of A. The dynamics of A is described by a differential equation of the form:ṡ = f (s, u)
where s ∈ S is the state of A,ṡ its time derivative and u ∈ U a control. C, S and U respectively denote the configuration space, the state space and the control space of A. Let ξ : [0, t f [−→ U denote a control input, ie a time-sequence of controls. Starting from an initial state s 0 (at time 0) and under the action of a control input ξ, the state of A at time t is denoted by ξ(s 0 , t). A couple (s 0 , ξ) defines a trajectory for A, ie a curve in W × T where T is the time space. For the sake of trajectory deformation, a trajectory will be discretized in a sequence of nodes. A node is a state-time, it is denoted by n i = (s i , t i ). The discrete trajectory of A is Γ 0 = {n 0 , n 1 · · · n N } with n 0 (resp. n N ) the initial (resp. final) node of the trajectory.
Trajectory Deformation Principle
Teddy operates periodically: at time t k , it takes as input the still-to-be-executed part of the trajectory Γ k = {n k , n k+1 · · · n N } and an updated model of the workspace. This model includes the position of the obstacles of W at time t k along with information about their future behaviour. Teddy then deforms Γ k in response to the updated position and future behaviour of the obstacles and outputs a deformed trajectory Γ k ′ = {n k , n k+1 ′ · · · n N ′ } with n i ′ the updated node corresponding to n k+1 .
Like a particle placed in a force field, a node is displaced in response to the application of a force which is the combination of two kind of forces: external and internal. External forces are repulsive forces exerted by the obstacles of the environment, their purpose is to deform the trajectory in order to keep it collision-free. They are detailed in §2.3. Internal forces on the other hand are aimed at maintaining the feasibility and the connectivity of the trajectory, ie to ensure that the deformed trajectory still satisfies the kinematic and dynamic constraints of A. They are detailed in §2. 4 .
In certain cases, the constraints imposed by the environment are such that the deformation process fails to produce a trajectory which remains collision-free and connected (for instance when the topology of S × T changes). Should this situation arise, a motion planner should be invoked to compute a new trajectory.
External Forces
External forces are repulsive forces exerted by the obstacles of the environment for collision avoidance purposes. They are derived from a potential function V ext .
To explicitly take into account the future behaviour of the moving obstacles, V ext is defined in the space-time W × T (instead of S × T for efficiency reason). In a manner similar to [4] , a set of points p j are selected on the body of A. Each node n i of the trajectory Γ k yield a set of control points c
For a control point c corresponding to the configuration q and the state s along the trajectory, V ext is defined as:
where d wt (c) is the distance from c to the closest obstacle in W × T. d 0 is the region of influence around the obstacles and k ext is the repulsion gain. d wt is a distance function in W × T. It is derived from the Euclidean distance by scaling the space versus the time dimension. In IR 2 for instance, the distance d wt between (x 0 , y 0 , t 0 ) and (x 1 , y 1 , t 1 ) is given by:
with w s (resp. w t ) the spatial (resp. temporal) weight. The force resulting from this potential function acting on c is then defined as:
where d is the vector between c and the closest obstacle point. Now, F wt ext has to be mapped into S × T. F wt ext is first mapped into C × T as follows:
where J T c (q, t) represents the Jacobian at point c. The mapping into S × T that yields F ext is carried out by leaving the additional state parameters unchanged.
Internal Forces
The external forces defined above push each node of the trajectory away from the obstacles if they are inside their influence region. Internal forces are introduced to ensure that the trajectory remains connected, ie that there exists a trajectory verifying the dynamics of A between two consecutive nodes of the trajectory. Trajectory connectivity is related to the concepts of forward and backward reachability. The set of states that are reachable from a given state s 0 are defined as:
Likewise, the set of states from which it is possible to reach a given state s 0 are defined as:
Let n − , n and n + denote three consecutive nodes of the trajectory Γ k . Γ k is connected at n iff n ∈ R(n − ) and n + ∈ R(n). In other words, n must belong to R(n − ) ∩ R −1 (n + ). Now, two cases arise: in the first case, n − and n + are connected. R(n − ) ∩ R −1 (n + ) is therefore nonempty and the purpose of the internal forces is to ensure that n remains within R(n − ) ∩ R −1 (n + ). In the second case, n − and n + are no longer connected (it happens when the external forces pushes n − and n + too far away from one another, or when their time components are no longer coherent). R(n − ) ∩ R −1 (n + ) is therefore empty and the purpose of the internal forces in this case is only to ensure that n remains within R(n − ) (priority being given to earliest connection). The internal forces for both cases are defined in the next two sections.
Case 1: n − and n + connected. To ensure that n remains within R(n − ) ∩ R −1 (n + ), a virtual spring is defined between n and H, the centroid of R(n − ) ∩ R −1 (n + ). It yields a potential function V int defined in the space-time S × T as:
where d 1 st (n) is the distance between n and H. It is defined in a manner similar to d wt . k int is the attraction gain.
where d 1 is the vector between n and H.
Case 2: n − and n + disconnected. To ensure that n remains within R(n − ), a virtual spring is defined between n and R(n − ). It yields a potential function V int defined in the space-time S × T as:
where d 2 st (n) is the distance between n and the closest point of R(n − ). It is defined in a manner similar to d wt . k int is the attraction gain.
where d 2 is the vector between n and the closest point of R(n − ).
Total Force
Once both internal and external forces have been computed for a node n, the net force applied to it is:
3 Case Study: Double Integrator System
To begin with, Teddy has been applied to the case of a 2D planar robot A with double integrator dynamics. A state of A is characterised by (p, v) that respectively denote the 2D position and velocity of A (|v| ≤ v max ). The dynamics of A is given by:
with a the acceleration control applied to A (|a| ≤ a max ). The key point in the adaptation of Teddy to a particular robotic systems lies in the computation of the internal forces, ie on the computation of the sets R(n − ), R −1 (n + ), R(n − ) ∩ R −1 (n + ) and the centroid H of the latter. In this case, the key to efficiency lies in not computing R(n − ) or R −1 (n + ). What is computed instead is fixed time-slices of these sets. For instance, determining whether n − and n + are connected is carried out by checking if R(n − , t int ) and R −1 (n + , t int ) intersects, where t int = 1/2(t + − t − ) and R(n − , t int ) (resp. R −1 (n + , t int )) is the set of states reachable from n − at time t int (resp. the set of states from which it is possible to reach n + from time t int ). Computing R(n − , t int ) is carried out in two steps: first, the range of reachable positions [p min (t int ), p max (t int )] is determined by integrating (12). Then for a given position p in this range, the range of reachable velocities [v min (p, t int ), v max (p, t int )] is computed. This way, we efficiently obtain an approximation of R(n − , t int ) (the same reasoning applies to R −1 (n + , t int )) that can be used to check the connectivity between n − and n + and to compute H (the reader interested in more details on this part is referred to [8] or [9] for the English version). Fig. 2 depicts an example of a region R(n − ) ∩ R −1 (n + ) and its centroid H obtained by numerical computation in the 1D case. 
Experimental Results
Teddy has been implemented in C++ and tested on an Intel Pentium 4 desktop PC (3GHz, 1GB RAM, Linux OS). Teddy has been evaluated in different scenarios featuring up to 10 circular obstacles moving randomly. At each time step, Teddy is provided with a new model of the environment and its future evolution. To better illustrate, the interest of Teddy, we have focused in this section on a simple "cutting" scenario similar to the one depicted in Fig. 1 . This scenario has been selected because it is problematic for classical path deformation schemes.
Teddy relies upon a number of parameters to operate properly: the repulsion gain k ext , the attraction gain k int and the distance functions d wt , d In the same situation, two very different deformation patterns can be obtained by properly selecting the weights w s and w t in (2) . The first example is obtained by giving more weight to w s thereby allowing more important spa- tial deformations to take place (Fig. 3) . In this case, A has time to pass before the obstacle crosses its path. The path component of the trajectory is deformed downwards for safety reasons whereas the velocity component is only slightly modified.
The second example on the other hand is obtained by giving more weight to w t thereby allowing more important temporal deformations to take place (Fig. 4) . In this case, A let the obstacle cross its path before proceeding. The path component of the trajectory is only slightly modified whereas the velocity component is largely deformed so as to allow A to slow down and stop in order to give way to the obstacle.
These two examples have shown the influence of the choice of the parameters in the final performance of Teddy. They have also illustrated the advantage of trajectory deformation versus path deformation. Fig 5 presents a more general scenario featuring three randomly moving obstacles. Each snapshot depicts the W × T space at different time instants. Each cylinder represents the motion of a given moving obstacle in W × T. The lower part is the past (how the moving obstacle has moved), the upper past is the future (estimated future behaviour of the moving obstacles: assumed constant linear velocity)). In this experiment, the From a complexity point of view, Teddy's running time grows linearly with the number of nodes and the number of obstacles. Table 1 gives the running time of one deformation cycle for different numbers of nodes and obstacles.
Conclusion and Future Works
The paper has presented Teddy, a trajectory deformation scheme. Given a nominal trajectory reaching a given goal, Teddy deforms it reactively in response to updated information about the environment's obstacles. Teddy can handle robotic systems with arbitrary dynamics. It has been applied to the case of a 2D double integrator system and tested in various situations. Because, Teddy explicitly takes into account information on the future behaviour of the obstacles, it is able to handle situations that are problematic for classical path deformation schemes. In the future, it is planned to consider other robotic systems, eg car-like vehicles, and to further optimize Teddy. Considering for instance that the knowledge about the future behaviour is less reliable in the distant future, it could be interesting to monotonically decrease the influence of the obstacles with respect to time. Last but not least, Teddy remains to be integrated within a global navigation architecture and tested on an actual robotic system. It is planned to do so on the architecture and the vehicle presented in [10] 
